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“Diet Change Not Climate Change.’’
From its inception, MANA! has been directly striving to serve
“fast slow food” while providing a zero-waste, plant-based
food and eco-friendly packaging option for their customers.
The senior management team have driven the zero food waste
and zero plastic commitment since day one at their outlets, by
investing in the right machinery and partnering with a private
contractor compost collection. MANA! has devoted a lot of time
and energy into providing the right plant-plastic packaging and
education programmes through public talks, organised events
and showcased documentaries in order to raise awareness of
how consumers can make a positive environmental impact by
becoming aware.

Treehouse
“Minimising food waste is core to our offering,
we measure food waste daily and even
our cling wrap is plastic free!”
Treehouse strives for perfection when it comes to inhouse food
waste management. Big compost bins reside outside the shop
so that compostable packaging and left over food can be mixed,
shredded and commercially composted. Spontaneous spot checks
take place in the kitchen to ensure nothing useful gets thrown
away, while closed loop systems take care of glass bottle cleaning
and training and clear bin labelling help to support staff.

SpiceBox Organics
“Our new biodegradable containers made out
of wheat straw, make SpiceBox Organics ‘The
conscious choice’ even for vegans.”
SpiceBox Organics worked through the challenge of switching old
PLA food containers with a biodegradable alternative that would
be better aligned to the environmentally conscious customer and
existing business values. By aiming to reduce the carbon footprint
while simultaneously inspiring and educating end users, SpiceBox
Organics eventually chose a biodegradable container made from
leftover agricultural fibre, selected in one circular style to save
and consolidate storage, yet suitable for multiple meal types from
a hearty soup to a vegan mac ‘n’ cheese.
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